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DURAWAY XTRA

Reference number DURAWAY XTRA

Description Individual fl oor mat system for installation

Application Entry mat suited for indoor and outdoor areas
Areas of use Entry areas of hotels, banks, restaurants, offi ce buildings,

car showroom, but also for apartment buildings

Design DWXC rubber strips / DWXT textile strips / DWXTC rubber and textile strip mix

Material Rubber strips: PVC, toothed
Textile strips: Polyamide fi bre (does not absorb water)

Rubber strip colours  black

Colours Textile strips black

Dimensions According to customer wishes, the length is always adapted to the width 
of the aluminium strip - 60 mm.
For any desired length, a rubber sealing profi le is used which guarantees 
the exact fl oor mat length.

Height Total: 14 mm
Aluminium profi le: 12 mm

Weight 20 kg/m²

Suitable for heavy loads! yes, up to 12.5 t per 100 cm2 (10 x 10 cm)
Installation On the fl oor level in prepared openings fi tted with a aluminium instal-

lation frame DWRA 1530 (15 x 30 x 2 mm), or exposed on the fl oor in an 
aluminium cover frame with a width of 45 mm.

Drawing

Indications: For technical reasons, tolerances in colour effects of the materials and print are possible.
All information is based on the best of our knowledge and belief. No guarantee can be derived from this. We reserve the right to any technical changes if they 
are in the interest of progress or if they are production-related.

This is a self-supporting fl oor mat with wide grooved aluminium profi les 
building its base that are in turn connected to an elastic profi le, allowing 
you to roll up the fl oor mat. The aluminium profi les are provided either with 
rubber strips in the shape of a sawtooth for heavy dirt or with textile for fi ne 
dirt and water.  DURAWAY XTRA is suited for very heavy loads.

■ extra durable   ■ extra fl at   ■ extra wide


